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SECT]ON _A
\

' Answer all questions. Each carries 1 mark.

1 . In the case of grating %x i"cailed

2. The shape of the wave front produced by a point source of light is

3. ANicolprism is based on the

4. Write down the expression of band width of interference pattern. (4x1=4)

SECTION _ B

Answer any seven questions. Each carries 2 marks.

5. Explain the phenomenon of colours of thin film.

6. What are the uses of Michelson interferometer ?

7. Comp are azone plate and a convex lens. 
r-
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8. What are Fresnel's half period zones ? Whyare they called so ? r

9. Why does a grating have closely spaced rulings ?

10. State and explain Malus Law.

11. Write a note on Nicol prism.
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Expfain about quarter wave prate and harf wave prate.

Derive Cosine law.

Define resolving power of grating. obtain an expression for it.

12.

13.

14.
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(7x2=14)

18.

19.

SECTION _ C

Answer any four questions. Each carries 3 marks.

15' obtain the expression for focal length of a system of two thin lenses.

16' IntheMichelson'sinterferometerarrangement, if oneof themirrorsismovedby
a distance of 0.08 mm, 250 fringes cross the field of view. calculate thewavelength.

17' A narrow slit is illuminated by a light of wavelength 6.4 x10-7 m is placed at adistance of 3 m from a straight eoge. lf the distance between the straight edgeand the screen is 6m, calculate th-e'distance between the first and four.th darkbands.

Find the radii of the first three transparent zone of zone plate whose first focallength is 1m. ], = 58934..

what is the longest-wavelength that can be observed in the third order spectrumof a grating with 6000 lines per cm ? Assume normal incidence.

20. I5l ::ilfl incident on water sudace ar gtancing angre st 37o,the refrectedlight is found to be completely plane polarized. Determine the refractive index ofwater and angle of refraction.
{4x3=12)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each carries 5 marks.

2'l' Explain the effect of translation and refraction and explain imaging by a sphericalrefracting surface.

22. Explain the formation of NeMon's rings. How can these be used to determinethe wavelength of monochromatic ligni?
Discuss diffraction by a circular aperture.23.

24. Discuss in detail Fraunhofer diffraction due to a sinqie slit. (2x5=10)


